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The Monte Carlo cluster update in Wolff’s single cluster formulation is tested for the three-dimensional XYmodel on simple
cubic lattices. A significant reduction of critical slowing down near the phase transition is observed. Combined with the use of
improved estimators and histogram sampling, this allows accurate computations of the transition temperature and the critical
exponents in reasonable computer time.

It is well known that importance sampling Monte
Carlo (MC) algorithms based on local update
schemes suffer near a phase transition from so-called
“critical slowing down” [1]. By this one means that
successive configurations are strongly correlated with
a correlation time ~ccLz (z~2and L is the linear
size of the system) and cannot be used for statistically independent measurements. Consequently, for
fixed finite computer budget, the available statistics
and thus the accuracy of the data are dramatically
reduced in the most interesting regions of a phase
diagram. Apart from overrelaxation [21 and multigrid [3] ideas, this problem has recently been overcome by means of physically very appealing global
update algorithms in which whole clusters are updated in a coherent way [4,5]. It is intuitively clear
that this leads to a much more efficient sampling of
long wavelength fluctuations than in local update
schemes. Currently there are two related formulations available. First, the Swendsen—Wang (SW) [4]
formulation, in which the whole lattice is decomposed into clusters, and second, Wolff’s [5] formulation, which is based on the generation of a single cluster in each step. Tests of these cluster
algorithms for two-dimensional 0(n) (n=l, 2,3)
spin models [5—81and the three-dimensional Ising
model [91 have clearly demonstrated that critical
slowing down is significantly reduced (with exponent z ~ 1).
The purpose ofthis note is to report additional tests
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of the single cluster (SC) formulation for a three-dimensional model with continuous symmetry, the XY
(or 0(2)) model. The partition function is given by
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where flm 1 / T is the (reduced) inverse temperature
and the energy is
E= ~ [l—s(x)s(x+:)]
=

~ { 1 —cos [V19(x) I }.

(2)

As usual s= (cos 8, sin 0) denote two-dimensional
unit spins at the sites x of a simple cubic lattice with
periodic boundary conditions, and V0m
8(x+ i) — 9(x) are the lattice gradients. It is well
known that the three-dimensional XY model is the
simplest lattice model [10] describing many properties ofliquid helium and its k-transition at T,,= 2.18
K [11] to the superfluid state. On the lattice, hightemperature series (HTS) analyses predict a continuous transition of this type at T~1TS= 2.203 ±0.006
(fl~’s=O.4S39±O.OOl3)
[12J.Itisalsoknownthat
the lattice model can be rewritten in terms of linelike topological excitations which can be interpreted
as vortex lines meandering through the superfluid
helium at any non-zero temperature [13,141. Ever
since Onsager’s [15] early comments and Feyn-
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man’s [16] more detailed analysis, there have been
several attempts to understand the ?.-transition as
proliferation of these vortex lines or their lattice analogs [17]. Recently, phenomenological renormalization group ideas have been applied to the line representation [18,19], and it is clearly important to
have precise MC data for comparison. Previous simulations using standard updates are much less accurate [20].
Initially we planned to perform a similar study also
for the multiple cluster SW algorithm in order to
compare the two new update schemes. Fortunately,
after our single cluster update runs had essentially

which enters directly in the error estimate for the
mean ofN correlated measurements with variance o~,
~= ~
(6)

been completed, we received a preprint by Hasenbusch and Meyer [21], reporting tests of just this
SW algorithm. Clearly, to avoid unnecessary duplication, we have used their data for the planned
comparison.
In Wolff’s single cluster formulation, one update
consists of choosing (a) a random mirror direction

for n ~ lc~

and (b) a random site, which is the starting point for
(c) growing a cluster of reflected spins. The size and
shape ofthe cluster is controlled by a Metropolis-like
accept/reject criterion, satisfying detailed balance
[5]. Compared with the multiple cluster SW algorithm this formulation is technically somewhat simpler to implement, and, as we shall see below, flumerically more efficient. The reason is that, on the
average, larger clusters are moved,
To test its performance for the three-dimensional
XY model, we have concentrated on the internal energy per site, e= 3<E>
V (<
> denote
thermal
is /the
lattice
volume),
and avthe
erages,
and
V=
L
susceptibility in the disordered state,

x= V<m2),

m=

s(x),

and recorded the autocorrelation functions of these
two observables,
A (k)

—
—

<0~0,+k> <0~>2
<O~>_<0~>2 .

(4)

Here 0~stands short for the ith measurement ofE or
m2. Of practical importance is the integrated autocorrelation time
~ A(k)

(5)

~

For completely uncorrelated measurements,
A (k) = ô~and r= ~. Hence
measures directly
the enhancement ofstatistical errors due to temporal
correlations.
Clearly, in an actual simulation with finite running time, the summation in (5) must be cut off at
a finite k= n, say, and some extrapolation procedure
is needed. Assuming a purely exponential
~‘
for k> k0, A (k) ~ a exp ( k/r0), one readily finds

~

—

r( n)

~+ ~ A (k)
k= I

=

~ aI

exp(—l/r0) exp(—n/r0)
exp ( — 1 /t,~)

(7)

—

A(n+1)
1 —A(n+ 1 )/A(n)

(8)

showing that
A (n + 1)
r( n) + 1 —A (n + 1)/A ( n)
is an improved extrapolant for r [9]. Alternatively,
for n ~ k0, one may simply employ a (non-linear)
three-parameter fit of r(n) to the right-hand side of
eq. (7) to determine s. A useful check is provided
by the usual block averages and their associated errors
for large blocks,
should
also approach
(6)
(butwhich,
with different
correction
terms).
As discussed
previously [5], for the single cluster update some care
is necessary in defining the unit oftime, since in each
update step only a relatively small fraction of the
spins is moved, depending on temperature and lattice size. More precisely, our results show that, near
T~and for all lattice sizes, the average cluster size,
<C>, is proportional to the susceptibility,
<C>~c~(L,T),

(9)

with c~0.81 (as in two dimensions [5]). At T~,the
susceptibility behaves like XccL~’~=L2~
(with very
~ For a bivariate Gaussian distribution with A(l)~p~
exp(—l/t
0) this is exactly valid for all k with a=l, and

k=I
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small ,~ 0.04), so that with increasing lattice size
the fraction of moved spins in each update step decreases like <C> / VcicL _(1 + ~), i.e., roughly
ter
cc 1 update
/L. Since
is the
roughly
CPUproportional
time neededtofor
thea single
number
clusof
moved spins, it is appropriate to use N0as V/
<C> ccL’~”single update steps as unit oftime. This
is then directly comparable with other update
schemes that attempt moves for all spins in one update step. All our integrated autocorrelation times
refer to this unit of time (which can always be
achieved by a rescaling). Near T~,with our Fortran
program on a CRAY-XMP, the update of one spin
took about 8—9 ‘as.
Our first runs were performed at the HTS estimate, /Jmfl~1TS =0.4539 [12]. In fig. 1 the integrated
autocorrelation times on a 32~lattice for energy and
susceptibility, re, r5, are shown as thick vertical bars.
The lengths of the vertical bars indicate the statistical errors which are estimated by dividing the whole
run into five blocks, calculating T( n) in each of2them,
were
and takingevery
the variance.
In this
run
E and m
computed
10th update
step,
corresponding
on
the average to 0.284V moved spins between measurements. We have checked that increasing the interval between measurements to N
0 36 steps, so that
roughly all spins are moved, gives the same final results within the error bars. Fitting the data for n = 12
32 to the ansatz (7) (using the subroutine
MRQMIN of ref. [22]), we find the solid interpolating curves. The resulting values of; and ~ (and
their errors) are shown as the solid (dashed) horizontal lines at ; 3 and ~ 1.6, respectively. The
crosses finally are the improved extrapolants for ;
and r~
according to eq. (8). We see that both methodsthe
are block
in veryerrors
good agreement.
of also
r based
on
mentioned Estimates
above gave
always consistent results within 5%. Without any extrapolation procedure, however, they systematically
underestimate t, as expected. Repeating such an
analysis for various lattice sizes up to 48~ at
= 0.4539 and $‘ci = 0.4543, we have determined the
values for ; and r
5 shown in fig. 2. Obviously, t~is
essentially independent of L, and for all practical
purposes we may conclude that
1.7 = const.
(10)
While also small, the behaviour of Te is clearly dif308
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Fig. 1. Integrated autocorrelation times (thick vertical bars) for
(a) the limit
energy
and (b) the susceptibility
versus
upper
summation
n atflo=0.4539
on a 32~lattice.
The the
solid
line interpolating the data is a fit (for n ~ 12) to the right-hand side of eq.
(7), and the crosses are the improved extrapolants according to
eq. (8). The fitted values of s~and z~and their errors are displayed by the horizontal solidand dashed lines, respectively.

ferent. It increases with lattice size, and a rough fit
gives
25.

(11)

t~~l.3L°

The data labeled “SW” show the corresponding results of ref. [211 for the multiple cluster Swendsen—
Wang update. Compared with the single cluster update the SWccrrrelation times rccLz are growing obviously much faster with L, and are larger in magnitude~orall lattice sizes (this is ofcourse what really
matters a constant r= 100, say, would not really
help, even though the exponent z is reduced to zero).
We can thus conclude that for the three-dimensional
XY model the single cluster update is more efficient
than the multiple cluster SW algorithm, which is, of
—
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1.5

other hand, works best near criticality and is in this

log ~

sense thus complementary to the use ofimproved es-

sw
1.0

3.
0.31

4.21

-

ysis basedItonis the
timators.
a quite
simple
general
idea of
technique
recording
of whole
data analdistribution functions, and not only their first and
second moments (e.g., the average energy and specific heat), as is usually done. The energy histogram
(normalized to unit area) at fl~can be written as
P~(E)i~E=N(E)i~.Eexp(—fioE)/Z(flo), (13)
where N(E)I~.Eis the number of states with energy
in the interval E— (E+ t~E).It is then easy to see that
an expectation value <f(E)> can in principle be calculated for any fi from

0.5 ~

-~

~

~T~l.7

0.0

=

logL

1

2

Fig. 2. Double logarithmic plot of the integrated autocorrelation
times near criticality ((a) fl0=0.4539, (•) fi~=0.4543, (~)
fl~0.454l5)versus the linear size ofthe lattice, L. The data Iabeled “SW” are taken from ref. [21] (fl=0.4542 1), employing
the multiple cluster Swendsen—Wang update.

f~dEf(E)Pp~(E)exp[—(fl—$0)E]
f~’dEP~(E)exp[—(/3—fl0)E] .

(14)

Clearly, in practice the wings of P~(E) have large
statistical errors, and (14) gives reliable results only
for fi near fl0. If/I0 is near criticality, the distribution
is quite broad and the method works best. In this case
reliable estimates from (14)1ocan
be expected
for
ofwidth
cc L
i.e.,/1
values
in
an
interval
around
/
just in the finite-size scaling region.
We have used this histogram sampling technique
to find the P dependence of the fourth-order cumulant [241,
1 <(rn2)2>
U(fl) = 1 ~ <m2 >2
(15)
—

course,
already
a significant
improvement
on the by
now “old
fashioned”
local Metropolis
update.
Using the single cluster update, it is possible to calculate physical quantities like critical exponents in
reasonable computer times with an accuracy cornparable to the currently best estimates coming from
field theoretic approaches (Bore! resummed perturbation series or c-expansions). In order to increase
the efficiency of the MC method further, we have
supplemented the single cluster update by using improved estimators for measurements and histogram
sampling for their analyses. For the susceptibility,
the improved estimator is given by [8]
2

~ r.s(x))),
(12)
C
where r is the unit vector defining the (orthogonal)
mirror line, and x runs over all sites belonging to the
cluster of size C. For large lattices and away from
criticality, the statistical errors of XimP are much
smaller than those of x in eq. (3). Near criticality,
however, there is no advantage in using (12) instead
of(3).
The histogram sampling technique [23], on the
XE

‘~‘

‘~‘,

—

from two simulations at Po=O.4539 and
/Jo=0.4543 (for each lattice size). It is well known
[24] that the U(fl) curves for different L cross
around (fl,~,U~’)with slopes ccL’ (apart from confluent corrections explaining small systematic deviatiOns). This allows an almost unbiased estimate of
/V

fl~,U~and the critical exponent v. The U(fi) curves
calculated from the histograms at /?~=0.4539 and
fl~= 0.4543 are shown in fig. 3 as solid and dashed
lines, respectively. In the critical region, they lie
practically on top of each other. Using their average S2 for the final analysis (and taking into account
the confluent corrections [27]), we obtain from the
crossing points
~ Sincethe accuracyof both curves is comparable, more refined
averaging procedures (25,26] are not necessary.
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To compare with the recent MC simulation by Li
and Teitel [20], we have also measured the helicity
modulus [31],

‘~~‘‘.i’’~i’’i’’

r~=(.~
s(x).s(x+i))
2

~ [s,,(x)s~(x+i) —s~(x)s~(x+i)
i)
/~

),

/ lIf—.~

0.5
/III/4~2,I,
0.43
0.44
0.45

p

0.46

0.47

0.48

Fig. 3. Fourth order cumulant U versus fi. The curves are calculated from histograms at fl
0=0.4539 (solid lines) and
$!=0.4543 (dashed lines). The crossing point locates
fl,=0.4542 ±0.0001.

2

I

(19)
which is proportional to the superfluid density and
thus of direct physical importance. Another motivation comes from the recent phenomenological renormalization group predictions for this quantity
[19]. The solid lines in fig. 5 show our results for
)
~)‘/3
near T~.Each line is an average of two
curves, calculated from the histograms of the simulations atflo=0.4539 and fl’~=0.4543.For L=4, 8,

32
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1/v44926±00037
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1.2
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I
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Fig. 4. The slopes of U in fig. 3 near the crossing point versus L
in a double logarithmic plot. The slope of the linear least-square
fit gives an estimate for the critical exponent v.

0.1
P~=0.4542±0.000l,

(16)

U*=0.586±0.00l,

(17)

and from the slope ofthe slopes of Uversus L in the
double logarithmic representation of fig. 4 we read
off
v=0.670±0.002.

(18)

For comparison, field theoretical estimates are
= 0.5518 (sJ~-expansion [28]),
and v = 0.669
±0.002 (resummed perturbation series [291),
v=0.671 ±0.005 (resummed a-expansion [30]).
310
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Fig. 5. Helicity curves near 1. calculated from histograms at
fl0=0.4539 and$’0=0.4543 versus temperature. For L=4, 8, and
16, the errors are of the thickness ofthe lines, and for L= 24, 32,
and 48, theirorder ofmagnitude is indicated by the vertical bars.
For comparison also the less accurate data points (0, A, V)
from ref. [20] are shown.
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16, they are clearly much more accurate than the data
in ref. [20] which are shown for companson. Followingthe finite-size scaling analysis in ref. [20], also
F can be used to derive estimates offl~and v which,
however, turn out to be less accurate than (16) and
(18) [27].
In order to estimate the exponent y, we have measured the susceptibility also in the high-temperature
phase down to 8=0.40, using the improved estimator (12). Performing a (non-linear) three parameter fit [22] of our data on 32~and 48~lattices cornpiled in table 1 to the form
(20)
X~X+(fiC ~11)—V

ref. [22]). The purely statistical errors of these fits
are smaller because the parameter fl~is fixed. Adding
the systematic errors due to the variation in fl, we
recover roughly the error estimates in (22) and (23).
This and other tests confirm that the ansatz (20) is
a good approximation for the lattice sizes and the fi
interval we have used for the fits. For comparison,
from high-temperature expansions ~ we know that
=0.362±0.018 [12], and the field theory estimates are y= 1.316 ±0.0026 (resummed perturbation series [29] ), y= 1.315 ±0.007 (resummed a-expansion [30]).
2—~,we
using
the scaling relation
y/v=
canFinally,
estimate
~=0.036±0.0l4.
Fitting
our data at

we get (omittingthe point at /3= 0.45, which requires
still larger lattices)

criticality to ccL~1”,we find the lower value q~0.02.
The latter estimate is, however, very sensitive to the

—

x+

—

‘

(21)

precise
of$~[27].
The field
theory values
are
,i=0.03lvalue
±0.004
(resummed
perturbation
series

x+ =0.363±0.005,

(22)

[29]),

y=1 316+0 005

(23)

[30]).
In conclusion we have shown that the single cluster update eliminates critical slowing down in the
three-dimensional XY model almost completely, and
that it is more efficient than the multiple cluster
Swendsen—Wang algorithm. Combined with improved estimators and the histogram sampling
method this allows a precise Monte Carlo determination of critical indices in three dimensions (in rea-

11

—045408+000008

x

-

—

—

Notice that this estimate of/Ia is somewhat smaller,
but still consistent with the value in (16), determined from the fourth order cumulant. In order to
get an estimate of the systematic dependence of y on
we have performed (linear) two parameter fits
with fixed/Ia also. At the earlier estimate/Ia= 0.4542,
we obtain x+ =0.356 ±0.002 and y= 1.323 ±0.002,
and recover (21 )—(23) as the fit with the best
“goodness’ Q~0.9 (relying on the subroutine FIT of

~~=0.040±0.003 (resummed a-expansion

~ Notice the different normalizations, ~

2x~.

Table I
Results forenergy (e), specific heat (c), and susceptibility (x, x”~)of the single cluster simulations in the high-temperature phase. N is
the number of measurements taken every N
0 update steps, and “moved” denotes the fraction (C>N0/ V of moved spins between

measurements.
fi

L

N

N0

Moved

e

c

x

0.40
0.40
0.41
0.42
0.43
0.435
0.44
0.44
0.445
0.445
0.45
0.45

32
48
32
32
32
48
32
48
32
48
32
48

150000
75000
15000
15000
20000
120000
40000
50000
40000
110000
25000
10000

50
50
800
600
400
50
135
50
100
50
50
145

0.0212
0.00632
0.442
0.463
0.487
0.0245
0.333
0.364
0.433
0.0649
0.534
0.518

2.25901(15)
2.25917(20)
2.22667(17)
2.19123(17)
2.15131(16)
2.12948(13)
2.10521(18)
2.10592(24)
2.07842(18)
2.07880(12)
2.04455(27)
2.04727(20)

0.503(10)
0.515(29)
0.559(11)
0.666(13)
0.789(11)
0.845(22)
0.983(13)
1.018(37)
1.190(16)
1.086(19)
1.637(30)
1.538(32)

16.98(12)
16.31(31)
22.13(17)
30.98(22)
48.37(37)
66.50(41)
98.60(50)
98.00(89)
175.97(96)
178.04(83)
432.1(3.4)
488.5(4.9)

16.887(18)
16.849(26)
22.101(22)
30.978(40)
49.020(84)
66.60(13)
99.50(27)
99.15(35)
174.81(62)
176.88(47)
431.4(2.9)
487.6(3.5)
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sonable computer times), whose accuracy is cornparable with the best estimates coming from field
theoretical methods. The details of our numerical
analyses as well as numerical tables will be given
elsewhere

[271.

The author thanks Professor W. Theis for a useful
discussion.
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